K-10
We are pleased to
present the new,
patented series of
wide-mouth sprayers.
The product line consists of three distinct models, all
powerful venturi systems. They have many of the
same mechanical features in common. These exciting
features are explained on the opposite page. As can
be seen by the handsome but simple product dials
shown below, each model performs its own
distinctive function. These functions are detailed in
the following pages. Green Gardens Hose End
Sprayer is state of the art, patented, and will be an
exciting plus to your retail presentation. Whichever
one you choose, you can be certain it has capabilities
and features not found on other wide-mouth sprayers.

Our product name flows from our patented, sliding,
product selection mechanism. When in the "OFF"
position, the sprayer and bottle are leak proof All
units fit on a sturdy 83 mm wide-mouth bottle. This
container has ample clearance for pouring liquid or
granules. Once product is introduced to the bottle,
product ratio selection is made by a simple dial system which is on top of the sprayer. Every model has
multiple choices for product ratio and spray pattern.
The lowest total combination of settings and spray
patterns is 12. The highest is 36! The easy-to-use
product dial and rotating spray head patterns let
you spray what you want in anyone of three popular
spray patterns. All models are designed to be
ergonomically correct, user friendly; functional,
easy to use and understandable.
Green Garden has been in business for over 40 years
and is the leader in hose end sprayer aspiration
systems. The company designed the first 28 mm
sprayer and provides sprayers to the leading
consumer product companies of America. Chances
are, our sprayers are currently on your retail
shelves! Experience equates to confidence--your
confidence for a quality product.

K-11
Clog-FreeTM Feeder

K-12
Liquid SpreaderTM

The Model K-II is the world's only four-setting
feeder that allows you to properly merchandise and
sell fish emulsion, liquid lime and other coarse
products. With four separate settings, the K-II can be
used for: I) Lawn and garden food; 2) Acid-loving
plant food; 3) Rose food; 4) Fish emulsion, liquid
lime, liquid iron and other liquids too thick to go
through a venturi sprayer. With three separate spray
patterns, the K-II is leak proof when in the "OFF"
setting. Lifetime warranty and product service.

With Model K-12's twelve separate liquid settings, you
just pour in the product, select the proper setting and
spray. Finally; a product-neutral sprayer for all your
lines! Or, the K-12 can be designed to fit your house
brand selections. Its three-position rotating spray head is
permanent. It is leak proof when in the "OFF" setting
and features one setting as a 6-gallon sprayer mix for
fixed quantity or odd mixtures.

Check Out More Hose End Sprayers Online at www.greengardeninc.com

